
Mathematics 

End of Year Review – Responses from students to optional review form 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Any comments or suggestions you may have in relation to Mathematics in CSN?14 responses 

• More classes for future students is a must 

• I found the zoom class good as I was able to screenshot the answers from my phone and then I was also able to 

answer question in assignments using those screenshots 

• The Youtube videos were a very useful resource to have alongside teaching and having notes, as they can be 

rewatched if you still don’t understand 

• I think the maths in-classes were great, but personally I value the YouTube content as it allows for pausing, 

rewinding and revision 

• Do more varied questions in class instead of examples 

• I would recommend slowing down in class, there were times I felt I couldn't keep up. 

• the year was good and I think you adapted well to the situation with the pandemic. the zoom classes were as 

good as the class learning and the videos on youtube were handy. not your fault but the 4 days of maths is 

needed and even though there's study support it was mainly on the days when we would have another class like 

chemistry or biology 

• It would be handy to have list of Symbols which used in formulas that you know their meaning. Especially for 

students that their never participated in English speaking school. Videos one of greatest futures in the course 

due it can be analysed at later stage if you not sure about topic or you missed the class. 

• I would have liked the Maths lessons to have began at the same time as my Business course. I would also have 

appreciated more classes per week. Maybe homework to do between classes would be useful. 

• Very happy with maths during the whole year 

• it's thought pretty well and any confusion about certain topics is usually resolved. 


